We use a magnetic field to tune a highly anisotropic single crystal of oxygen-deficient YBa2Cu307 -$ with a transition temperature of 2 K through the superconductor-insulator transition. The sheet resistance scales with temperature, 0.05( T~1.0 K, and field, 0(H (94 kOe, in a manner predicted by a theory for quantum phase transitions in disordered two-dimensional superconductors. We show in Fig. 1 R, 
The deleterious effects of disorder are amplified in lower dimensions, where long-range coherence is, at best, only marginally stable. A case in point is the destruction of superconductivity in ultrathin granular' and continuous metal films. The disorder is parametrized by the film sheet resistance and the data suggest a zero-temperature threshold for quenching global superconducting coherence near h/4e =6. 45 kO/&. Experimental variables for adjusting the disorder include film thickness for elemental metals ' and composites, ' We show in Fig. 1 R, We show in the inset to Fig. 3 the correspondence between the YBa2Cu3063g and the a-lnO, data sets. Although the exponents are essentially the same for the two systems, dR, q/dH evaluated at H" is of order I 0/Oe for lnO", while it is of order 0.03 0/Oe for YBazCu3063s.
This diA'erence could be due to either the fact that singlecrystal Y Ba2Cu306 3g"with disorder primarily in the chains, is closer to the clean limit or that co is sensitive to possible weak coupling between the CuO2 planes. In the latter view, co gradually vanishing would be a natural way to pass from the two-dimensional to the three-dimensional limit. 
